Morningside Academy: A Private Sector
Laboratory for Effective Instruction
BY CARL BINDER
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failure, can pass advanced placement calculus
tests in record numbers, given effective instruction. His story was widelypublicized in a popular

countabiliry, and school management schemes

movie (Stand and Deliver). Nonetheless, he has
been either ignored or actively opposed by his
colleagues to the extent that he recently left one
school district in hopes of receiving support elsewhere for his effective teaching.
ldany less well-known teachers have encountered similar resistance to non-mainstream

ost curent discrssions about educational reform downplay the critical role
of instnrctional method, or what is often referred to as "pedagogy." Efforts to envision
and design "new American schools" and analyses
of educational problems that need to be solved
generally focus on administrative and contextual
factors, o.8., economic conditions, crime and
family difficulties, teacher compensation, dcdesigned to provide more opportunities for innovation and choice. While these issues are certainly important, there is compelling evidence to
suggest that improved instnrctional methods can
compensate for significant deficiencies in school
management, socio-economic conditions, and
other factors beyond the control of classroom
educators.l
On the whole, public schools are not receptive to teaching methods that produce drarnatic,
measurable improvements in learning. While
such a statement might seem harsh, one need only

methods ttrat produce huge improvements in

learning. Research demonstrating such results
has generally been ignored by the educational
establishmenla As a consequence, many effective educators have either left teaching in frustration or have reverted to more conventional teaching methods-as aprofessional survival tactic. A

few exceptionally motivated individuals have
chosen to create their own schools or tutoring
agencies in order to "push the envelope" of what
is educationally possible wi0rout having to compromise the goal ofproducing maximum learning

in students. In making this choice for

look at the cases of Jaime Escal ante,z Marva

gains

Collins,3 and other exemplary educators who

excellence, often with great personal sacrifice of
security and income, thesepeople have attempted
to create "laboralories" for developing and dem-

have produced near-miracles in the classroom.
For example, Escalante demonstrated that innercity students, some with histories of repeated

onstrating effective instructional methods and
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materials. In America's search for solutions !o

learned, resistance to distraction, and the ability

currenteducational crisis, we would do well to
look toward some of these private sector efforts.
One such exceptional educator is Dr. Kent
Johnson, Director of the Morningside Academy
in Seattle. Dr. Johnson is a master of educational
method and curriculum design. After receiving
his doctorate and working with some of the most
advanc ed data-based educators in the counE:y,
Johnson held a number of academic and teaching
positions, but was fiustrated by resistance tJo

to apply new learning to more complex

the

tasks.

Direct Instruction is a combination of teaching
methods forworking with students in small groups
and a setof principles for desigrung and sequencing instnrctional activities and materials. Flnally,
Tiemann and Markle's approach o instnrctional
desrgn is a powerful methodology for analyzing

instructional objectives, developing teaching
methods and materials, testing them, and revising
them based on measured results.

The following brief description of

In 1981 he founded
Morningside, beginning wittr a small tutoring

Morningside Academy recounts its astonishing

center in his living ncom. Now, more than ten

effectiveness, and summarizes the general proc-

effective instruction.

Dr. Kent Johnson has demonstrated that attention to systematic, data'
based instructional design principles and self-paced learning can pro'
duce unheard-of educational gains while tmproving students' confidence
and self-esteem.
years later, he has demonstrated that attendon to
systematic, data-based instructional design principles and self-paced learning can produce unheard-of educational gains while improving students' confidence and self-esteem.

The Morningside program combines principles from at least four distinct sources of instruc tional technology : the Person alized S ys tem
of Instruction,s Direct Instruction,6 Precision

Teaching,? and the instnrctional design methods

of Tiemann and Markle.s The Person alized
System of Irstruction provides a structure for
allowing students to work at their own pace
through units of curriculum so that they are able
beforeproceeding to
the next. kecision Teaching uses brief timed
practice and measurement sessions on finely
sequenced steps in a curriculum to enable stuto attain mastery ateach step

dents to achieve fluency-speed plus accuracy

of

performsrco---or each critical skill or unit of
knowledge. Fluency ensures retention of what is
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of instruction $rat it provides for students.
Morningside is perhaps one of the most costeffective educational programs in North America. As such, it supports the view that improveess

ments in instnrctional method can have dramatic
effects on students' achievement. It also exemplifies a movement among exceptional educators
to create working environments in which they can
teach as effectively as possible without having to
constan tly resist peer and adm i n is trati ve press ure
to conform. Recently, Dr. Johnson, working with
the Malcolm X Coltege in inner-city Chicago and
wittr colleagues at the Universiry of Illinois at
Chicago Circle, has replicated Morningside's
program in a new socio-economic and cultural
environment. Because it is based on sound, databased principles of instnrctional design and implementation, the prog:Lm can be adapted !o
different settings-a key criterion for successful
models of new American schools.
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